Abstract-GaSb quantum dots (QDs) in a GaAs matrix have attracted much attention for the potential ability to extend the accessible wavelength of QD emitters towards a wavelength of > 1.3 μm owing to their unique electronic and optical properties caused by their staggered (type-II) band alignment. North et al. calculated the electronic structure of self-assembled GaSb/GaAs dots by using the simple one-band model (effective mass model). Therefore it is interesting to carry out the detailed calculations using a more accurate method, in particular in the view of the new experiments. The aim of this work is to study the electronic properties of GaSb/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots (SAD) by using the sp 3 s * empirical tight-binding method. The influence of strain on the electronic structure is determined by minimizing the elastic energy within the Valence Force Field Approach and the piezoelectric potential is calculated by solving the corresponding 3D Poisson equation. Single-particle bound-state energies are computed as a function of the dot sizes. Finally we have found that the theoretical PL spectra are in a good agreement with the experiment and k.p method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum dots have attracted much attention due to the technological applications in optoelectronic devices, such as Quantum Dot lasers. The strong localization of the electronic wave function in the quantum dots leads to an atomic-like electronic structure and to the possibility of novel and improved photonic and electronic devices. In particular, type-II quantum dots are attracted the strong interest because of their special band structure when either electrons or holes are confined in the dots. The potential application of type-II quantum dots is to extend the accessible wavelength > 1.3 μm for light emitting devices based on GaSb/GaAs quantum dot [1] - [5] .
Due to the lattice mismatch between quantum dot and surrounding material, the strain effects are substantial in these quantum dots. We employ the atomistic calculations, Valence Force Field approach [6] - [8] , to find the relaxed atomic positions in this structure. Various theoretical approaches are used to study the quantum dots, ranging from first-principle calculations to empirical models. Due to the high computational demand of the first-principle calculations, Manuscript empirical models are widely implemented to study a large quantum dots. There are three empirical models, the k.p approximation [9] , the pseudopotential model [10] and the tight-binding model [11] , [12] . The k.p approximation treats a quantum dot as a confined bulk and continuum system, while the pseudopotential and tight-binding models treat the system with the atomistic description. The distinction between the two atomistic models is the degree of atomic detail included in the model. Within the tight-binding model, the atomistic detail is limited to a small basis set, while in the pseudopotential model the feature of wave functions is described with a large basis set. Therefore the tight-binding model is computationally less costly than the pseudopotential model. The tight-binding model is a good candidate for the study of relatively big and complicated systems.
At the moment, the theoretical calculations of the type-II quantum dots have not been extensively investigated and there are only few papers that we can mention here. North and co-authors [13] investigated the electronic structure of type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dots by using the multiband effective-mass calculation. K. Gradkowski and et al. [2] reported the results of the room temperature photoreflectance (PR) and photoluminescence (PL) measurements of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown GaAsSb/GaAs quantum dot structure: one with a capping quantum well and one without it. PL technique is employed to probe the ground-state transition energies. Using the experimental data, they calculated a band structure of these dots by using the 8-band k.p approach. The theoretical analysis accounts well in both GaAsSb/GaAs quantum dot with a capping quantum well and one without it.
In this paper, we report the tight-binding calculations of the type-II GaSb/GaAs quantum dots. The strain distribution of the quantum dot is calculated by using the Valence Force Field method. The piezoelectricity is also obtained by solving the 3D Poisson's equation. Then we numerically calculate the electronic structure of the quantum dot as a function of the dot sizes. Finally we compare our calculated results with the experiment and another numerical analysis.
II. THEORY

A. Valence Force Field Method (VFF)
In a realistic structure, the quantum dot and surrounding material are fabricated from two types of the materials. Each material has its own lattice constant. Therefore it leads to the lattice-mismatch-induced strain in this structure. To calculate the atomic structure of the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, the strain relaxation has been calculated. In this work, we 
B. Piezoelectricity
The strain in quantum dot causes the atoms in the structure to change the crystal lattice geometry. These changes lead to the polarization. The piezoelectricity is defined as the generation of electric polarization by the application of stress to a crystal lacking a center of symmetry [15] , [16] [2] . Furthermore, in a heterostructure of two materials with different lattice constants, strain effects have to be included for a realistic description of the electronic states. The changes due to the strain are treated on only scaling of the inter-site matrix elements. In general, a relation is given by 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Strain Distribution and Piezoelectricity
The strain distribution and the piezoelectricity in pyramidal GaSb/GaAs quantum dot are analyzed. We consider a GaSb base width of 10.0 nm and height of 3.6 nm which is corresponding to the experimental structure [21] . Due to the lattice mismatch between quantum dot and substrate, there is the strain energy inside this system. To minimize the strain energy, we employ the atomistic elasticity method, Valence Force Field Approach. The strain energy is minimized by the conjugate gradient method to obtain the relaxed atomic positions of the quantum dot. The 2D plots of the strain tensors xx e , yy e and zz e are visualized in Fig. 1 -Fig. 3 , respectively. xx e and yy e are negative in the dot region and become positive at the base and the top of quantum dot because GaAs substrate compresses the GaSb dot. zz e is positive at the base of quantum dot. With increasing height within the dot, zz e changes its sign and becomes negative at the top of the dot. Apart from the strain distribution, we have also calculated the piezoelectric potential in GaSb/GaAs quantum dot by solving the corresponding 3D Poisson equation. The iso-surface of the piezoelectric potential is plotted in Fig. 4 . It has shown that the piezoelectric potential is concentrated in the region close to the top of the pyramid. Below the base of the quantum dot, the potential is relatively weak, which is not shown owing to its smaller values. It expresses that the piezoelectric potential is mostly positive (red iso-surface) along the [110] direction and negative (blue iso-surface) along the [110] direction. 
B. Electronic Structure
The energy states are computed as a function of the dot size using the empirical 3* sp s tight-binding method. The shape of quantum dot is pyramidal. The base width is b nm and the height of the dot is /2 b nm. We have calculated the first-two states of the electron and hole states as a function of the dot sizes in Fig. 5 . The graph shows that the electron states remain almost constant with increasing the dot size. In contrast, the hole states become increasing when the dot sizes become large. Therefore, the band gap of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot becomes smaller as a function of the increasing dot size. The calculations are consistent with the quantum confinement. Next we plot the 3D wave functions of the electron and hole states. We consider a GaSb base width of 10.0 nm and height of 3.6 nm embedded in GaAs matrix. The iso-surfaces of the wave functions demonstrate that the electrons are not localized in GaSb dot while the holes are mainly confined in the dot region as shown in Fig. 6 and 7 , correspondingly. The green and red isosurface levels are selected as quantum dot shape and 0.75 of the maximum probability density, respectively. These calculations confirm that the band alignment of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot is type-II. After studying the theoretical calculations of GaSb/GaAs quantum dot, we then compare our model with the experiment and theoretical method. For this purpose, we compare our results with reported data. Muller-Kirsch and co-authors [21] report PL spectra from several GaSb/GaAs quantum dot sizes. In this comparison, we compare the PL spectra of the pure GaSb dot which has the average base width of 10.00 nm. The result demonstrates that theoretical PL peak is at 1.24 eV and experimental PL peak is approximately 1.15 eV. Our PL calculation is quite consistent with experiment. Kamil Gradkowski and co-authors [2] have compared the ground-state transition energy from the photoluminescence (PL) measurements of the GaSb/GaAs quantum dot structure without an 0.14 0. 86 In Ga As capping quantum well with the 8-band k.p method. The base dimension is 10 nm × 10 nm and height is 3 nm. The ground-state transition energy from 8-band k.p approach is 1.16 eV and 1.04 eV is obtained from the 3* sp s empirical tight-binding model. Therefore, the tight-binding calculation is quite consistent with k.p method.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the strain distribution in a typical self-assembled GaSb/GaAs dot by the means of the Valence Force Field Approach. We have also achieved to employ the 3* sp s empirical tight-binding theory to numerically study electronic properties of GaSb/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots. GaSb/GaAs quantum dot exhibits a type-II band alignment. The results demonstrate that the band gap become smaller as the increasing dot size. Our investigation shows that confinement exists for only the hole states. Finally, the PL calculation is quite consistent with experiment and k.p approach.
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